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Trace Theory and TwiceMoved NPs*

David Lightfoot

1. The trace theory of movement rules was first outlined in Chomsky (1973) and has
been developed in many subsequent works: Selkirk (1972), Wasow (1972), Vergnaud
(1974), Fiengo (1974), and Chomsky (1975; 1976). The last three references characterize trace theory as a proposalthat an NP, when moved, leaves behind a "trace" that it
binds. Traces are then subject to two conditions:that either they be properlyboundor
they be obliterated. An NP "properlybinds" a trace when it precedes and commands
it. Hence any lowering or rightwardmovement rule will place an NP in a position such
that it cannot properlybind its trace; therefore, that trace will have to be obliteratedin
some way. This can be illustratedby passives in sentences and NPs. Agent Postposing
will convert (1) into (2), where the traces are not properly bound by their NPs.1
Subsequent application of NP Preposing will yield (3), obliteratingthe traces left by
Agent Postposing. Alternatively,a "spelling rule" might map (2b) into (4); there is no
correspondingspelling rule applicableto (2a). Failure to obliterate the trace in (2) by
either NP Preposingor a spellingrule gives an ungrammaticalresult, whereas the trace
in (3) is in a position such that it is properly bound by its NP. This simple notion has
many interestingimplications.
(1) a. [the enemy destroyed the city]s
b. [the enemy destructionthe city]NP
(2) a. [te
city by the nemy]s
b. [t destructionthe city by
(3) a. [the
b. [the
(4)

neMY]NP

by the enemy]s
c

t

by the enemy]NP

[the destructionthe city by the enemy]NP

* For useful comments on an earlierversion of this article, I thank Mark Aronoff, Noam Chomsky,
John Goldsmith,Norbert Hornstein,Elliott Macklovitch,and Tom Wasow. This work was conductedunder
the auspices of a Governmentof Quebec FCAC grant.
' Throughoutthis article abstractstructureswill be given only in simplifiedform, omittingsuch details
as tense markers,possessives, etc., and containingonly informationthat is crucialto the discussionat hand.
? 1976by David Lightfoot
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The earliest motivation for introducingthe notion of a trace was the desire to
employ the Specified Subject Condition (henceforth SSC) to block the applicationof
Each Movement in structures like (5a). It was argued that a moved NP, Mary, left
behind a trace, which served as a specified subject and thereby activated the SSC.
Chomsky (1973) also appeals to traces for the interpretationof wh structures.
(5) a. M ry seemed to each of the men [t to like the others]s

b. *Mary seemed to the men to like each other.
But much of the subsequentappeal of the theory seems to lie in the claim that it yields
exactly the right informationto support semantic interpretationat the level of surface
structure.2In fact, the claim has been made (Dougherty (1975))that the real motivation
for trace theory is the desire to do all semantic interpretationoff surface structures.
Thus we may distinguish between two views of trace theory: the "pluralist" view
mirrorsthe historical development of the theory and says that traces (a) play a crucial
role in the syntax and (b) turn out to yield exactly the right information'at surface
structureto supportsemanticinterpretation;the "exclusively semantic" view says that
the early syntactic evidence for trace theory is not crucial and that the theory is
motivated only by the requirementof surface structure semantic interpretation.3Tied
in with these two views of trace theory is the following question: does a moved NP
always leave a trace or is a trace left only on the first movement, i.e. only in the
original, deep structureposition? It is sometimes assumed that a trace is left only on
the first movement. If one adopts the exclusively semantic view of trace theory, there
2 If surfacestructuretraces specify the deep structureposition of NPs, then, for example, the thematic
function of those NPs will be recoverableat the surface. Recall that in Jackendoff(1972) the role of deep
structurein semantic interpretationis largely related to the role of thematic functions. The possibility of
doing all interpretationat surface structurearises not from trace theory alone (because certain traces are
obliteratedin the course of derivationsandthus some deep structurepositionsare not recoverableby traces),
but froma conjunctionof trace theory and a claimby John Goldsmiththat whenevera trace is obliteratedthe
thematic function of its NP turns out to be recoverable on independentgrounds. So in (3) the thematic
function of the enemy, Agent, is recoverablenot by its trace, which has been obliteratedby NP Preposing,
but by the by phrasethat characteristicallymarksAgents.
I Insofaras the syntacticevidence was based on ad hoc "spellingrules" it looked quiteweak. Arguably
there is no need to appealto spellingrules to explainthe obligatorinessof NP Preposingin (2a). Thereseems
to be a requirementthat generally there must be an NP in sentence-subjectposition in surface structure.
There is no such requirementfor NPs and no correspondingphrasestructurerule.
However, this is not to say that there is no syntacticevidence for trace theory (see note 12). Chomsky
(1976)develops three independentlines of argument:(a) that it facilitates semanticinterpretation,(b) that it
permitsa more restrictivetypology of rules, and (c) that it allows a simplificationof particulargrammars(e.g.
more ungrammaticalsentences will be blocked by the SSC than would otherwise be the case, thereby
avoidingthe need for an ad hoc constraintto rule out sentences like (5b); Fiengo (1974)speculatesthat trace
theorymay eliminatethe need for optional/obligatory
conditionson syntacticrules(see p. 559)). Othersmight
subscribeto a version of the "exclusively semantic"view, claimingthat while traces may not play any role
in the workingsof the syntactic component,they may affect the theory of syntax. For example, traces may
facilitatesemanticinterpretationin such a way that one could eliminatea class of syntacticrules, permittinga
more restrictivedefinitionof transformational
rules.
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is no reason to have an NP leave a trace at intermediatestages of the derivation,4
because presumablysuch positions never play a role in semantic interpretation.I shall
argue in this article that a trace must be left for every movement of a given NP, and
hence that an NP may bind more than one trace (by transitivity). If this is correct, it
will constitute support for the "pluralist" view of trace theory, claiming that it has a
syntactic raison d'etre as well as yielding good consequences for surface structure
semantic interpretation.
Throughoutthe article I shall assume the correctness of trace theory and ask only
whether, within that theory, an NP leaves a trace on each movement. My argument,which has two interesting consequences, will be based on a reworkingof Bresnan's
(1971) analysis of to contraction.
2.

G. Lakoff (1970) arguedfor a global rule to account for the contractionof want to

--

wanna, used to -> usta, supposed to -+ sposta, have to -- hafta, got to -> gotta,
going to -- gonna, etc. His description used a notion of deletion sites. Larry Horn had

pointed out the following minimalpair:
(6) a. Teddy is the man I want to succeed.
b. Teddy is the man I wanna succeed.
Here [(6a)] is ambiguous,and can be understoodas either of the following:
[(7)]

a.
b.

I want Teddy to succeed.
I want to succeed Teddy.

But [(6b)] can only be understoodin the sense of [(7b)] since want to cannot contract to
wanna if there is an intervening NP between want and to at an earlier point in the
derivation.(Lakoff (1970, 632)).

This analysis is glaringlyinadequatein that Lakoff ignores the fact that there was also
an intervening NP in the (7b) "sense," namely I, which is deleted by Equi NP
Deletion.5
I One mightassume that underthis view some metagrammatical
conventionwill specify when a trace is
to be left behind. For if transformationsare purely "local", no individualrule will "know" whetherthe NP
it is moving is undergoing its first movement. Alternatively, traces may be treated in the syntax as
nonterminalelements or coindexical markers;they will be spelled out as terminalelements only in logical
form and then only in positions that are "semanticallyrelevant", i.e. in the original,deep structureposition
(Chomsky, class lectures). We shall returnto this in section 6. Contrastthis with the view taken by Fiengo
(1974)and Chomsky(1975; 1976),who proposethat movementrules be formulatedso that t is insertedat the
site from which an NP is moved, assuming,presumably,that t is left after every applicationof a movement
rule (Fiengo (1974, 29)).
Even underthe "exclusively semantic"view, traces mightbe requiredin intermediatepositions. Lydia

White has pointed out John is believed to have cleverly been arrested. Cleverly is a subject-oriented adverb in

the sense of Jackendoff (1972) and cleverness is attributedto the cyclic subject John. If all semantic
interpretationis to be done at the level of surface structure,it is not clear how the rules could identifyJohn
as the cyclic subjectof be arrestedunless a trace is left in that intermediateposition.
I This is also pointed out by Bakerand Brame(1972). Lakoff(1972, 79) replies mystifyinglythat "This
is easily remedied by the addition of a condition limiting the rule to cases where the moved or deleted
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Bresnan (1971) showed that the facts could be handled elegantly by a simple
"local" transformation,which I shall call To Adjunction.6
To Adjunction
optional

X V to

V Y

X [V +to]

V Y

The rule adjoinsthe to to the precedingverb and then, as a "syntactic dependent",it is
liable to phonologicalreduction. Bresnanarguedthat the rule must apply as the last of
the known cyclic rules. So then, (8a) is ambiguousin that who may be interpretedas
the underlying subject or object of succeed, whereas in (8b) who can only be
interpretedas the object.
(8) a. Who do you want to succeed?
b. Who do you wanna succeed?
Bresnan's analysis, which she called the Ordering Hypothesis, captures this by
postulatingtwo deep structures(9a) and (9b), each of which may surface as (8a). On
the other hand, (8b) can be derived only from (9b), i.e. the object interpretationfor
who.

(9) a. [-+WH [syou want [-for [swho to succeed]]]]
b. [-+WH [syou want [-for [syou to succeed who]]]]
(8a) is derived from (9a) by applyingComplementizerDeletion; then, on the final cycle,
who is moved into +WH. Only at this point is the structuraldescription met for To
Adjunction, though here it is blocked from applying by the principle of the cycle
(Bresnanassumed S and S to be cyclic nodes). However, in (9b) on the second S cycle,
after ComplementizerDeletion and Equi NP Deletion, the structuraldescriptionfor To
Adjunctionis met and the rule is free to apply to yield (8b) (with subsequentapplication
of Wh Movement, Inversion, and Do Supporton the final S cycle). This analysis will
also account for the unambiguousobject interpretationfor Teddy and who in (10), as
comparedto the ambiguousinterpretationsin (11).
(10) a.
b.
c.
(11) a.
b.
c.

Teddy, I wanna succeed.
Teddy is the man (who) I wanna succeed.
Thp one (who) I wanna succeed is Teddy.
Teddy, I want to succeed.
Teddy is the man (who) I want to succeed.
The one (who) I want to succeed is Teddy.

Bresnan's analysis makes two questionableassumptions:,(a) There is a necessary
constituentis a clause-mateof the auxiliaryin question". I suppose that Lakoff assumes the existence of a
rule of Subject Raising that will raise the subject of all infinitiveclauses unless it has been deleted by an
earlierapplicationof Equi NP Deletion;this makes the requireddistinction.
6 I shall not follow Bresnan strictly, nor shall I argue for the very minor differencesin formulationof
her rule and deep structures.
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ordering function that Equi NP Deletion precedes To Adjunction, which in turn
precedes Wh Movement, Relativization(these may be the same rule), Topicalization,
and Pseudocleft (arguablya special case of Relativization). The second relationship
follows from the cyclic principleif one assumes (with Bresnan)a base rule S -+ COMP
S, where COMP is the final resting place of wh elements and topicalized NPs; but the
mechanism for achieving the ordering is irrelevant here, as we shall see. (b) There
exists a transformationalrule of Equi NP Deletion. The above analysis was incompatible with an interpretiveversion of Equi because at all stages of the syntactic derivation
of, say, (8b) a [PRO]NPwould intervene between want-to, presumably blocking
applicationof To Adjunction. Furthermore,if the usual version of the SSC had been
assumed, the PRO, controlled by the subject of want, would be defined as a specified
subject, thereby activating the SSC and blocking To Adjunction. In section 5 I shall
argue that the Equi hypothesis should be rejected and that an interpretive analysis
should be amended so that the PRO will not "count" and will be ignored by the
structuraldescriptionof To Adjunction.
3. If we continue to assume, with Bresnan, that there is a transformationalrule of To
Adjunction,then clearly trace theory (which I assume to be motivated independently)
will be applicable here. We shall see that the application yields some interesting
conclusions.7 First, it removes the need for the first of Bresnan's questionable
assumptions. Trace theory requiresthat NPs moved by Wh Movement, Relativization,
Topicalization, and Pseudocleft leave behind a trace. Hence (8a), (1la), (1lb), and
(1lc) will each have two possible surface structures.(In this section I shall assume that
wh elements do not move successive cyclically and thereforethat t is not also left in the
COMP position; we shall returnto this in section 6.)
(8) a'. who do you want [PRO to succeed t] (object interpretation)
who do you want [t to succeed] (subject interpretation)
(11) a'. Teddy, I want [PRO to succeed t]
Teddy, I want [t to succeed]
b'. Teddy is the man (who) I want [PRO to succeed t]
Teddy is the man (who) I want [t to succeed]
c'. the one (who) I want [PRO to succeed t] is Teddy
the one (who) I want [t to succeed] is Teddy
I Selkirk (1972, 121-129) also revised Bresnan's treatment of To
Adjunctionby using a notion of
"traces". However, her analysis differsfrom the one adoptedhere in that the To Adjunctiondata were not
used as crucial evidence to supporther "traces convention";rather,it was motivatedon other grounds. It
proved to be applicableto this area and to be an alternativeto Bresnan'sdescription.Furthermore,Selkirk
had a notion of "word boundarytraces" that she claimed(1972, 73) to be quite differentfrom "pronominal
traces which are motivatedby the syntax" (i.e. traces of the type used here and by Chomsky, Fiengo, and
Wasow). The most importantdifferences are that word boundarytraces mark "removal sites" (i.e. gaps
resulting from the applicationof either a deletion or movement rule), and that they were taken to be
"invisible" to all transformations,to be unableto figurein the properanalysis of a string(1972, 128). 1 shall
arguebelow that to handlethe to contractiondata it is crucialthat the grammardistinguishthe residueof a
movementrule from what may be viewed as the residue of a deletion rule or a semanticallyinterpretedbut
phonologicallynull element such as PRO, and that a trace be "visible".
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Recall that Bresnan assumed a rule of Equi, so there would be no PRO in any of the
above structures and To Adjunctionwould be unimpeded in the first of each of the
above pairs. For the momentwe simply assume that the interveningPRO on the object
interpretationswill not block To Adjunction,returningto this question in more detail in
section 5. However, in the second of each of the above pairs the interveningtrace will
block applicationof To Adjunction-a correct result. Not only will it not be possible to
factor the trees in such a way as to meet the structuraldescription of To Adjunction,
but recall also that in the earliest discussion of traces (Chomsky (1973)), they were
defined as being specified subjects; they were abstract elements controlled by something other than the elements affected by the rule in question. Hence the SSC will
block To Adjunction in the second case of each of the above pairs. Notice that Wh
Movement in (8a') will not be blocked by the SSC, since it is a rule that moves material
into a COMP slot, which is not a possible controller(Chomsky (1973)). However, the
important thing to observe is that now the ordering is irrelevant, because To
Adjunction will never be able to apply at any stage of the derivation, being blocked
either by the intervening who, Teddy, etc., or (if it applies after Wh Movement,
Topicalization, etc.) by the interveningtrace. Hence, given trace theory, all the facts
can be handledwithout recourse to orderingarguments.
Not only can the facts be handledwithout recourse to rule ordering;they must be.
Assuming S - > COMP S, then Wh Movement, Relativization, Topicalization, and
Pseudocleft will each apply on the S cycle. Therefore, To Adjunctionwill be blocked
from applyingon the internalcycle by the interveningNP, which wiil still be present.
Thus, a crucial test to choose between the orderingand trace accounts will be one in
which no appeal can be made to this extra cycle.
The contraction of use(d) to

-*

usta works just like that of want to

->

wanna, in

that it will be blockedjust in the event that an NP has been extracted (i.e. moved) from
the used-to position. Hence contraction is possible in (12), where under either the
transformationalor interpretive Equi analysis no extraction is involved, but is not
possible in (13), where an NP has been extracted.
(12)

(13)

Tom used
Tom used..

to meet Harry for lunch.
to be considered smart.

Tom used__

to seem smart.

__

[-what [sTom used..
to take the picture was a Nikon]]
this is the Nikon [-(which) [sTom used
to take the picture3]
[-what [sdid Tom use
to take the picture?]]
to take the picture]]
[sthe Nikon, [sTom used..
__

__

In (13), Bresnan would argue that the NP is extracted only on the uppermostS cycle
and is still present on the cycle where To Adjunctionmight apply, hence blocking the
rule. However, consider (14a), where contractionis also impossible. Here a Nikon is
moved out on the same cycle as that on which To Adjunctionmight apply.
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A Nikon was used
to take the picture.
*A Nikon was usta take the picture.
A used a Nikon to take the picture.
A Nikon was used t to take the picture.
-

If we adopt the trace theory, then either a Nikon (14c) or a trace (14d) will intervene
between used - to and the structuraldescriptionfor To Adjunctionwill never be met;
this is a good result, and again no orderingrequirementsare needed. But if we adopt
the ordering hypothesis, we shall need a statement that To Adjunctionmust precede
Passive (otherwise Adjunctionmight apply to (14a)). This would contradictBresnan's
claim that To Adjunctionapplies as the last of the known cyclic rules and would yield
an orderingparadox: the requiredorderingwould be Equi - To Adjunction- Passive,
which conflicts with a solid argumentfor orderingPassive before To Adjunction.8We
proceed now to that argument.
I shall assume that in infinitiveconstructionswant and all verbs of desiringtake a
for complementizer. This is essentially the proposal of Bresnan (1972).9 It can be
justified by noting thatfor may surface optionally with many desiderative verbs (15),
and must surface when lexical materialseparates the verb from its complement (16),
unlike epistemic verbs, which never tolerate for (17). For surfaces as well in
correspondingderived nominals (18), but not in derived nominals related to epistemic
verbs (19).
(15) I would prefer (for) John to do it.
I would hate (for) John to do it.
(16) I want very much for John to come.
*1 want very much John to come.
I would like very much for John to come.
*1 would like very much John to come.
8
An anonymousreaderfor LinguisticInquirysuggests a possible way for Bresnanto avoid the ordering
paradox.(ii) and (iii) seem to indicatethat the italicizedportionof (i) is an island, and thereforeadjunctionof
to to used would be blocked by islandconstraints.
(i)
A Nikon was used to take a picture of the man.

(ii)

*The man who a Nikon was used to take a picture of

..

was tall.

(iii) *Fred, a Nikon was used to take a pictureof
Such an analysis assumes the validity of "island constraints", which I dispute. Following Chomsky's
reanalysis(1975)of the putativerules of Topicalization,Clefting,Tough Movement,etc., as special cases of
Wh Movement,then the usual "island"phenomena(cf. Ross (1967))can be subsumedunderthe Subjacency
Condition(see Chomsky(forthcoming)for details;for Subjacency,see Chomsky(1973, 196)).Applicationof
To Adjunctionin a structurecorrespondingto (i) would not be blocked by Subjacency. This analysis is
controversial,but attractivefrom many points of view (see section 6 for more discussion). However, even
assuming"islands", (i) and (ii) indicateonly that the complex NP a picture of the man is an island, as argued
by Horn (1975);there is no reason to assumethat to take is part of the island.
I The differenceis that Bresnanclaimsthat epistemicverbs take no complementizer,whereasI follow a
slight revision made by Chomsky(class lectures, 1974)and claim that they have an empty complementizer.
This is necessary in orderto be consistent with the proposal,to be discussed later, that COMP providesan
"escape hatch" for wh elements. The empty COMP will be a preterminalelement and therefore"invisible"
to rules such as Passive (or Adjective Formation;see note 11).
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(17) *I believe (very much/sincerely)for John to be popular.
*I expected (very much/sincerely)for John to have been elected.
(18) her desire for Mary to come [cf. her desire for fame]
her preference for gin to be available [cf. her preferencefor gin]
(19) *her belief for John to be popular[cf. *her belief for God]
*her expectation for John to have been elected [cf. *her expectation for John]
Thisfor complementizer,so justified, will intervene between want and to and therefore
will have to be deleted before To Adjunction can apply to yield wanna. Hence To
Adjunction must be ordered after Complementizer Deletion. But Passive must be
ordered before ComplementizerDeletion, in order to block (20). If Passive precedes
Complementizer Deletion, then it will fail to apply in (20), because its structural
descriptionwill not be met. Passive requiresan NP V NP sequence, and so is blocked
in the structuresunderlying(20) by thefor interveningbetween the V and the following
NP-a correct result. Compare(21), where there is nofor at any stage of the derivation
to block applicationof Passive.10
{

(20) *John was

wanted

preferred to do it.
todi.
desired
hated
believed

(21) John was

expected

J

hto be popular.

known

In this paragraphwe have demonstratedby an indirect argument(via the interaction
with ComplementizerDeletion) that Passive must precede To Adjunction." Hence the
orderingparadox.
This orderingparadox, of course, does not arise in a trace theory account of the
contraction data along the lines of (8a'), (Ila'), (llb'), and (lIc'). We showed that if
one adopts that account, then no orderingrelationshipneeds to be specified. That alone
See Lightfoot(1976a)for more detailsof this analysis, whichdispenseswith the usual Raisingrule.
l This argumentassumes (counterfactually,but in agreementwith Bresnan(1971))that there is a rule of
Passive. If, instead, passive sentences are generatedby rules of Agent Postposingand NP Preposing,then
we might establish the ordering paradox by arguingthat NP Preposing must precede Complementizer
Deletion and thereforeTo Adjunction.Chomsky(personalcommunication)points out that this will follow
only if either (a) NP Preposingapplies only to immediatelypostverbalNPs, or (b) Bresnan's Fixed Subject
Constraintis correct, i.e. the for blocks the preposing rule. (a) is probably wrong if the rule is to be
generalizedto other constructiontypes (see note 13), and Chomskyargues that also (b) cannot be right;in
which case the constraintthat in passives the moved NP must originatein postverbalposition could be
expressed by an Adjective Formationrule, that -en can make an adjectiveout of V + t. Thus any effort to
"passivize" afterfor will yield a structurefrom which no adjectivecan be formed, Vfor t. If that analysisis
correct, then Adjective Formationwould have to precede ComplementizerDeletion, and NP Preposing,of
course, would precede Adjective Formation:the requiredorderingwould be NP Preposing- Adjective
Formation- ComplementizerDeletion - To Adjunction.A non-traceaccount of (14a), on the other hand,
would requireTo Adjunctionto precede NP Preposing.Hence there will be an orderingparadoxwhetherone
thinks in terms of a Passive rule or in terms of a rule of NP Preposing.
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is a reasonable argument for using trace theory, assuming trace theory to have
independent motivation, since it yields a simpler grammar.The argumentgains force
when it is shown that trace theory provides a way to avoid what would otherwise be an
orderingparadox. We have therefore shown that trace theory gives a superioraccount
of the contraction data, providing further syntactic motivation for trace theory and
lending supportto the "pluralist"view over the "exclusively semantic".12
4. After this demonstration,we are in a position to ask what happens to NPs that
undergotwo successive movements. It emerges that precisely parallelfacts obtain. (22)
and (23) are ambiguousbetween the subject or object readingfor the moved NP. But if
contractionto wanna takes place, who and what are unambiguouslyobjects.
(22) Who do you want to be certain to succeed?
a. [who do you want [t to be certain [t to succeed]]]
b. [who do you want [PRO to be certain [PRO to succeed t]]]
(23) What do you want to melt?
a. what do you want [t to melt t]
b. what do you want [PRO to melt t]
I assume that who and what have each undergonetwo successive movements in (22a)
and (23a). Thus who originates as the deep structure subject of succeed, moves by
Subject-to-SubjectRaising to become the subject of be certain to succeed, and then
moves again by Wh Movement. Similarly,in (23a) the deep structuresubject of melt is
an indefinite NP and what is the object: [A to melt what].13What moves into subject
12 Anotherpiece of syntactic evidence is that trace theory
automaticallyblocks the reapplicationof NP
Preposing in passive constructions, somethingthat in other theories might require an ad hoc constraint.
Given a deep structure(i), the applicationof Dative Movement, Agent Postposingand Deletion, and NP
Preposingwill yield (ii) in a non-traceanalysisand (iii) undertrace theory. In (ii) the structuraldescriptionis
still met for anotherapplicationof the NP Preposingcomponentof passives, which would yield garbage(I
ignore the morphologyof the passive verb). In (iii) the trace interveningbetween the V and following NP
blocks application,and so the problemdoes not arise.

(i) A gave the book to Mary.
(ii) Marywas given the book.
(iii) Marywas given t the book.
These facts might also be explainedby a version of the structure-preserving
hypothesis in conjunctionwith
the recoverability-of-deletion
principle,but this would not suffice to block the book was given being derived
fromA gave the book to A; Dative Movementand then NP Preposingwould yield A was given the book, and
now nothingwould block a furtherapplicationof NP Preposingto producethe book was given.
13 Under this analysis (Chomsky (class lectures 1974)), if the subject NP is lexically filled in deep
structure, it will receive an agentive interpretation,yielding a "causative" sense: Peter melted the ice.
Inchoatives,such as The ice melted, are transformationally
derivedfrom a structurein which the subjectNP
is empty;hence A melted the ice -- the ice melted t. This derivationis effected by a rule of NP Preposing,a
rule of great generality.
NP Preposing
XNPYNPZ

14 3 t 5

This rule is also involved in the derivationof structurescorrespondingto passive sentences (the ice was
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position by a rule of Middle, giving [what to melt t], and then to the front of the
sentence by Wh Movement. Now, if NPs leave traces on every movement, then the
surface structureswill be as in (22a) and (23a), and Adjunctioncannot apply. But if a
trace is left only on the first movement, then the surface structureswill be (22c) and
(23c).
(22) c. who do you want [to be certain [t to succeed]]
(23) c. what do you want [to melt t]14
There is nothing to prevent To Adjunctionfrom applying to (22c) and (23c), yielding
incorrect results (i.e. correlatingcontraction with the subject readings). Some independent means will have to be found to block Adjunction in these cases. But if the
surface structures are as in the (a) examples, then Adjunction is blocked by the
intervening trace, as in (8a'), (I la'), (I lb'), and (I Ic'). In the absence of any
independentmeans to block Adjunctionin (22c) and (23c), we have an argumentthat
NPs leave traces on their second movement.15Q.E. D.
The same facts obtain for NPs whose second movement results from (a) Relativization, (b) Topicalization,and (c) Pseudocleft. In (24) and (25), contractionis possible
only where the moved NP is interpretedas the deep object of the lowest verb.
(24) a.
b.
c.
(25) a.
b.
c.

Teddy is the man (who) I want to be certain to succeed.
Teddy, I want to be certain to succeed.
The one (who) I want to be certain to succeed is Teddy.
The big-popsicle is the one (which) I want to melt.
The big popsicle, I want to mnelt.
What I want to melt is the big popsicle.

As furtherconfirmationof this analysis, notice passive sentences like (26) and (27),
where only (26) will allow contraction.
(26) Who do you want to be arrestedby?
a. whoi do youj want [PROjto be arrestedtj by ti]
b. you want [who to arrest PRO]
(27) Who do you want to be arrested?
a. whoi do you want [ti to be arrestedti]
b. you want [A to arrest who]
melted t), Subject Raising (John seems t to be popular), Tough Movement (John is easy for us [PRO to
please t), nominals (Rome's destruction t, possibly even yesterday's lecture t), and "middle" constructions
(the book reads t easily).
14 Another reason to rule out the possibility of such surface structures is that they would not be
semanticallyinterpretablein any clear way. In particular,it is not clear how one could specify any kind of

subject for be certain to succeed and melt.
15

A furtherargumentfor the same conclusioncan probablybe constructedfrom a sentence pointedout

by Howard Lasnik, the books seem to the men [t to have been given t to each other]. The books is moved

first to the subject position of to have been given; but a trace must be left in that position on the second
movementin orderto block ReciprocalInterpretation(orEach Movement)relatingthe men to each other.
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If the deep structures are as in (b), then trace theory will specify (a) as the surface
structures. In (26), for example, who begins as the deep subject of arrest and is moved
by Agent Postposing: [t to be arrested PRO by who]. NP Preposing then gives [PRO to

be arrested t by who]. Wh Movement on a later cycle gives (26a), where the leftmost
trace is bound by PRO and the rightmosttrace by who. No trace intervenes between
want and to and so Adjunction is free to apply. In (27), Agent Postposing and
subsequent Deletion yield [t to be arrested who]. NP Preposing then produces [who to

be arrested t], obscuring the trace left by the original subject. If a trace is left on the
second movement, as we have argued here, Wh Movement (and Inversion and Do
Support)then give (27a). Here a trace intervenes between want and to, hence blocking
the applicationof Adjunction. Identicalfacts obtain when the second movement is by
Relativization, Topicalization, and Pseudocleft, where again contraction is possible
only if by is present, i.e. where no trace intervenes between want and to.16
(28) a. Teddy is the one (who) I want to be arrested(by).
b. Teddy, I want to be arrested(by).
c. The one (who) I want to be arrested(by) is Teddy.
Here we have an argumentthat a trace is left whenever an NP is moved, and we
have shown, therefore, that trace theory has consequences for syntax and is not
motivated solely by semantic considerations.17 It is worth calling attention to two
points. First, it is usually claimed (e.g. by Chomsky (1976, ch. 3)) that it is a happy
consequence that a view of syntax incorporatingtrace theory provides exactly the right
amount of informationat surface structureto support semantic interpretation.It is by
no means self-evident that traces markingthe intermediatepositions of NPs are at all
relevant to semantic interpretation,and it is therefore possible that they are semantically redundant.This seems to me to be an open question. Second, for those who are
(rightly) disturbed by the proliferatingtypes of dummy symbols for NPs that are
lexically empty at surface level, we have here an argument that there is a crucial
distinction between a trace, which marks an "extraction site", and a PRO, which
marks a coreferentialNP position where no extraction has been involved. Traces, but
not PROs, block Adjunction.This indicates that PROs do not "count" when trees are
analyzed to match structuraldescriptions of transformations,as we shall discuss in
section 5. Under this account we do not have to appeal to the SSC to block
Adjunction. It will be blocked by "visible" materialinterveningbetween want and to,
16 Potentiallythere should also be an argumentbased on using Tough Movementfor the first
movement,
but sentences such as Who do you want to be sure to please? seem bizarreon both the subjectand object
interpretationsand do not give clear facts. Similarly bizarre are correspondingsentences that have not

undergone Tough Movement: Who do you want it to be easy to please? Compare Who do you want to be

sure to please?, in which the wanna contractioncorrelateswith interpretingwho only as the object of please,
not as the subject.
17 It is temptingto take a strongerposition and assert that no linguisticentity may be postulatedthat
does not play some role in the syntactic, semantic, and phonologicalcomponents. At this stage such a
position would only reflect a theoreticalprejudice,albeit a healthyone.
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either lexical NPs or traces; PROs will be "invisible". This requiresfurtherexamination.
5. While PROs may not affect the structuralrequirementsof transformationalrules, it
has been argued that they may affect the applicationof rules in another way, and this
should block To Adjunction. The SSC (Chomsky (1973, 254)) specifies that an
improperlycontrolled PRO can block the applicationof rules.
Specified Subject Condition
No rule can involve X, Y (X superiorto Y) in the structure
...

....

..

z . . .-WYV

... I

where Z is the specified subject of WYV.

A specified subject is one that is either (a) lexically filled (see Chomsky(1973, note 39))
or (b) controlled by a category not containing X (p. 262). We shall refer to (a) as the
syntactic definition; we shall call (b) semantic, since it refers to the property of
"control". This constraintpredicts that Adjunctionwill be blocked in, say, (23b).
(23) b. what do you want [PRO to melt t]
The rule affects want (= "X" of the definition)and to (="Y"); PRO is controllednot
by want but by the subject you, and therefore is a specified subject. Therefore, this
analysis is an exception to the SSC, since Adjunctioncan in fact apply here. This leads
me to suggest a revision to the SSC.
The SSC is a constraint on syntactic (and other) rules and is sensitive to control
properties, which in turn are determined in the semantic component. This raises a
question about the hypothesis of the autonomy of syntax. It is consistent, of course,
with the notion of a parameterizedautonomy thesis (Chomsky (1974)), according to
which there are certainprescribedareas where syntactic and semantic informationmay
be confounded, such as the lexicon or conditionson rules. It is also consistent with the
notion that conditions on rules may be part of the theory of grammar,and not part of
specific grammars. Nonetheless, we could construct a plausibilityargumentfor some
version of the autonomythesis, if we could show that syntactic rules are subjectonly to
the syntactic aspect of the SSC and that only semantic rules are sensitive to the notion
of control. To do this, we would need to show that syntactic rules may be blocked by
an interveninglexically specified subject but not by an interveningPRO controlledby
something other than "X" in the definition. It seems to me that this is a plausible
position and, if sustained, it would allow To Adjunctionto take place in (23b) and all
other structuresin which only PRO intervenes between the verb and its potentialclitic
to. In fact, under this proposal we may dispense with the symbol PRO, dealinginstead
with an empty node that may be "filled" by the rules of semantic interpretation.
Assuming that empty nodes are "invisible" to the structuraldescriptions of transformations, then nothing will intervene between want and to, and To Adjunctionwill not
be blocked. Alternatively,we mightregardPRO as a preterminalelement, as Chomsky
(class lectures, 1975)treats trace (see section 6).
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This position derives its plausibilityfrom the fact that several syntactic rules are
not sensitive to the controlled PRO aspect of the definitionof a specified subject, and I
know of no clear case of a syntactic rule that is. Relevant cases will be syntactic rules
that operate across S boundaries and "dip down" into infinitival complements. To
Adjunctionis an example of such a rule, and it is blocked only by interveninglexicai
material or a trace and not by an improperlycontrolled PRO. The same situation
obtains for Tough Movement, as shown by Chomsky himself.18Chomsky (1973)notes
the ungrammaticalityof (29), where Tough Movement has taken place over a lexically
specified subject, and arguesthat (30a) and (30b) have underlyingstructuresof the form
of (30c,d), wherefor us andfor the rich are part of the matrixsentence and control the
lower PRO. The structures of (30c,d) allow Tough Movement although the PRO
subject is controlled by somethingother than it (which is "X" in the definition)and
thereforecounts as a specified subject. Chomsky(1973, 263ff) suggests various more or
less ad hoc ways aroundthis problem, "reachingno firm conclusion".
(29) a. *Latin is a waste of time for us for them to teach us.
b. *The hard work is pleasant for the rich for poor immigrantsto do.
sy
for us to learn.
(30) a. Latin is aeawaste
of time
b. The hard work is pleasant for the rich to do.
c. It is

of time}for us [PRO to learn Latin]

a waste of time

d. it is pleasant for the rich [PRO to do the hard work]
Wh Movement is a third rule that can dip down into an infinitivalcomplement, but it
obeys neither component of the SSC in sentences and can move elements both over a
lexically specified subject (31) and over an improperlycontrolled PRO (32). However,
it is subject to the syntactic version of the SSC in NPs (33a,b); the semantic version
will never be applicablesince PROs do not occur as the "subject" of NPs (or rather,if
they do, they cannot be interpretedby the usual coreference rules, and the uninterpreted PRO (or, under our proposal above, the unfilled node) ensures that the
derivationis blocked).
(31) who do you want [Johnto visit
(32)

]?

a. what is easy for us [PRO to learn __]?
b. who did you persuade Bill [PRO to see __]?

(33) a. who did you see [picturesof
]?
b. *who did you see [John's pictures of
]?
Chomsky accounts for these facts by moving wh elements into COMP on the
18 I ignorehere the irrelevantquestionof whetherthis is better formulatedas a deletionrule, as argued
by Lasnik and Fiengo (1974). If one assumes the trace theory of movement rules (as they did not),
Jackendoffs (1975) refutationsucceeds with pleasant consequences and avoids the need for end-of-cycle
interpretation.In any case, more recent work by Chomskyshows that the data handledby a rule of Tough
Movement/ObjectDeletion can be subsumedunderWh Movement,as we shall discuss in a moment.
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innermostcycle and then specifying that COMP acts as an "escape hatch", whereby
wh may leave its S if it moves directly to another COMP. In this way Wh Movement
is rendered subject to the SSC and we have an explanationfor (33). Of course, NPs
have no COMP and therefore no escape hatch; hence, if we assume the Subjacency
Condition, extraction of wh elements from within an NP embedded in an NP will be
impossible. A possible argument that Wh Movement is sensitive to an improperly
controlled PRO lies in Chomsky's recent explanation for *What sonata is this violin

easy to play on by his generalized Wh Movement rule (see section 6). The structure
after the first application of Wh Movement will be COMP this violin is easy [which for
PRO to play what sonata on t]; what sonata now cannot move to the highest COMP, it

might be claimed, by virtue of the SSC and the requirementthat COMP cannot be
doubly filled. But this is false since although PRO is not controlled by COMP, i.e.
"X" for the purposes of the SSC, COMP is not a possible controllerand so PRO will
not count as a specified subject. However, such movement would also be blocked by
Subjacency on the crucial assumptionthat either S or AdjP is a cyclic node (for the
question of the cyclicity of S, see section 6), and therefore the SSC is not crucially
involved. In the example cited, PRO is interpreted as indefinite, but it would be
controlled in the parallel example *what sonata is this violin easy for you [for PRO to

play on]. Notice that the (strict) cyclic principlewill block successive cyclic movement
of what sonata after deletion of which on the highercycle. So we have a solution to the
old violin-sonata problem, but we are still maintainingour claim that Wh Movementis
not sensitive to an inappropriatelycontrolled PRO.
In fact, the only syntactic rule that seems to be subject to the semantic aspect of
the SSC is Each Movement, and this is by no means a clear case of a syntactic rule. If
we claim that each is generatedin its surface position and is subject to an interpretive
rule to determine the NP it binds (the position advocated by Jackendoff (1972),
although not discussed or argued for in detail there), then we lose the earliest
motivation for making syntactic rules sensitive to improperlycontrolled PROs. This
seems to me to be a reasonable view, if only because of the high cost of a syntactic
Each Movement rule in terms of special requirementsneeded for Chomsky's (1973)
conditions on rules.
I know of no syntactic rules that are sensitive to the semantic definition of a
specified subject, while three are sensitive to lexically filled subjects, i.e. the syntactic
aspect of the definition:To Adjunction,Tough Movement, and Wh Movement. Hence
I propose a revision of the SSC: that syntactic rules are sensitive only to the syntactic
definitionof a specified subject. This (a) solves our problemwith to contractionin that
Adjunctionis no longer blocked by the SSC from applying to (23b) and our analysis
becomes compatible with an interpretive treatment of Equi, and (b) yields another
plausibilityargumentfor some version of the autonomy thesis. Hence a syntactic rule
will be blocked from dippingdown into a tenseless structure(S or NP) only if there is
lexical material(which includes t, which I take as a terminalelement, but not PRO) in
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the subject position. Note in particularthat Wh Movementbehaves in accordancewith
this proposal. This takes on importance in the light of recent work by Chomsky,
following up suggestions in Chomsky (1975). He argues that two rules, NP Preposing
and Wh Movement, constitute the core of English syntax and that each has much
"broader scope than has hitherto been imagined". "Rules" such as Comparative
Deletion (Bresnan (1973), Tough Movement, InfinitivalRelative Formation, Topicalization, and Clefting are special cases of Wh Movement. Having so much subsumed
under Wh Movement increases the plausibilityof our proposal.
An alternative approachis to argue for a deletion rule erasing the subject of the
complement of such verbs as want. Chomsky (1975) adopts this approach, while
maintaininga PRO analysis for verbs such as promise andpersuade; he calls this the
Equi Hypothesis. Thus I promised Bill to come home, I persuaded Bill to come home,

and I wanted to come home will have the deep structuresshown in (34).
(34) a. I promised Bill [PRO to come home]
b. I persuadedBill [PRO to come home]
c. I wanted [for X-self to come home]
The Equi Hypothesis will handle the contraction data in that after deletion of the
designated element for X-self, nothing will intervene between want and to, and To
Adjunctionwill be free to apply; also, there will be no inappropriatelycontrolled PRO
to activate the standardversion of the SSC. Two independentargumentsare adduced
for this position. The first concerns clitics in Portugueseand Czech (based on work by
Quicoli and Toman, respectively), where a pronominalobject of an embedded verb
may be cliticized to the matrixverb.
(35) 0 medico nos quer examinar.
the doctor us wants [
to examine t]
However, such cliticization will be blocked if the embedded subject is lexically
specified, a trace, or an inappropriatelycontrolled PRO.
(36) a. *Carlos usi saw [the doctor examine ti]
b. *the man [whoi Mariausj saw [ti examine tJ]] disappeared
c. *the doctorjusi promised [PROsto examine ti]
*the doctor iti persuadedusj [PROj to examine ti]
Cliticizationto the matrix verb from the embedded object is possible only with verbs
such as querer 'want'. Postulating a deleted subject here will make the appropriate
distinctions. If we assume that the grammarof a given languageL may be underdetermined by data from L, we may accept an argumentof this form, i.e. that given clear
evidence from Portuguese,the conclusion may carry over to English on some currently
ill-understoodgeneral grounds. However, clitics in Old French behave in such a way
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as to cast strong doubts: here sentences like (35) and (36c) are grammatical.In other
words, an inappropriatelycontrolled PRO will not block cliticization, and therefore
postulatinga deletion rule for want, etc., will not make the requireddistinctions. I cite
the Old French, the modem equivalents, and a gloss.19
(37)

a.

Deus le me doinst venger (Chanson de Roland)

Dieu me donne de le venger
'may God allow me [PRO to avenge him]'
b. qu'i la viegne chacier
qu'il y vienne la chasser
'that he come [PRO to chase her]'
This suggests that it can scarcely be arguedthat the Equi Hypothesis is motivatedfor
English on universalgrounds;it will have to be motivated on internalgrounds.
A second argumentis based on English. Discussing problems in determiningthe
scope of only, Fodor (1975) argues against the proposals of McCawley (1970) and for
the Equi Hypothesis on the basis of (38).
(38) Only Churchillremembersgiving the speech about blood, sweat, and tears.
The descriptive problemis to characterizeexactly what Churchillis the only person to
remember. Clearly Churchillis not the only person to remember Churchillgiving the
speech, since millions of others rememberthe same event. Rather, Churchillis the only
one to rememberthat he himself gave the speech. This seems to be an argumentagainst
deleting Churchill,but it does not choose between the Equi Hypothesis above and the
PRO analysis. Since Chomsky allows rules of interpretationto operate on partially
determinedlogical forms (LF), the scope of only could be prescribedin LF: specifying
that of the people rememberingPRO giving the speech, Churchillwas the only one. In
fact, the data seem to be the same with promise: Only Churchill promised to give the
19 I assume that (37a,b)involve clear cases of a PRO and that an Equi analysiswould not be applicable,
but that assumptionwould need to be supportedby a detailedanalysisof Old French. Cliticsin Italianseem
to have some of the propertiesof those of Old French;again it appearsthat they can be promotedover an
inappropriatelycontrolledPRO (Radford(1976)).

(i) Lo insegna a fare a Paolo.
it he-teaches to do to Paolo
'he teaches Paolo [PRO to do it]'
(ii) Ti vengo a trovare.
you I-come to find
'I am coming [PRO to find you]'
There is much more to be said about the Italiandata, since it seems possible also to promotea clitic over a
lexically specified subject.
(iii) Ci
ho visto
Paolo entrare.
there I-have seen Paolo enter
'I have seen [Paolo enter there]'
Again, detailedanalysis is called for, but the differencesbetween the clitics of Portugueseand those of Old
French and Italian should lead to caution in generalizingthe Portuguesedata as supportfor an analysis of
parallelverbs in English. (The Old French data are from Morin (1975), who uses them to make different
claims.)
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speech about blood, sweat, and tears. If one assumes promise to be a clear case of a

PRO verb, the argumentfor assigningrememberan Equi analysis fails.
Having concluded that the independent motivation for the Equi Hypothesis is
weak, we must choose between it and the PRO-doesn't-countanalysis. Both accounts
handle the To Adjunction data. The PRO analysis, if it can be sustained, must be
preferable:it permits a more restrictive version of the autonomy thesis (and provides
anotherplausibilityargumentfor it), while the Equi Hypothesis adds anotherphonologically null element to the proliferating inventory. The PRO analysis reflects a
somewhat different view of trace theory: that the "residue" of movement rules has
some kind of privileged status, as indicatedby the contractiondata, and in a sense the
moved element is always present in its originalposition, in contrast to the residue of
what have been viewed as deletion rules or interpretiverules specifying coreferencefor
phonologicallynull elements. On the other hand, Chomsky views a trace and a PRO as
essentially the same thing. He seems to regard a trace as a function, a co-indexing
device: when NPi moves, it leaves a trace t(NP1). We may then view PRO as a basegeneratedt(x), where x is a variableto be filled in by a control rule, and we reduce the
proliferationof null elements. The contraction data pose a problem for this view and
seem to necessitate adoptingthe Equi Hypothesis, thereby addinganothertype of null
element.
6. The analysis adopted in sections 3 and 4 has a further consequence in that it is
incompatible as it stands with what Postal (1972) calls the "successive cyclic treatment" of Wh Movement, advocated by Chomsky (1973). One may derive Who do you
want to try to visit either by a single applicationof Wh Movement, as in (39), or by
passing the wh element successively into each COMP node, as in (40).
ou want [COMP PRO to try [COMP PRO to visit who]]

(39) CO
(40) C

Ot

[COMP PRO to try [CO P PRO to visit who]]

For example, consider one readingof (22), which I repeat for convenience.
(22)

Who do you want to be certain to succeed?
b. who do you want [PRO to be certain [PRO to succeed t]]

If one adopts the successive cyclic hypothesis, then the structure at the end of the
second S cycle will be (22d).
(22)

d.

you want [[who]cOMp PRO to be certain [[t]coMp PRO to succeed t]-]-

Who will not be moved out of this position until the final S cycle and thereforewould
serve to block applicationof To Adjunctionon the last S cycle, the only possible point
of application-an incorrectresult. Even if applicationof To Adjunctioncan somehow
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be delayed until after who is moved out of this position, the rule will still be blocked,
this time by the intervening trace. On the other hand, if one assumes the single
movement hypothesis illustratedin (39), who will at no point intervene between want
and (PRO) to, and therefore Adjunction will be free to apply-the correct result.
Throughoutthe analysis of section 4 we assumed the single movement hypothesis, and
that assumption was crucial. The reader may verify this in the case of (23b), (24a,c),
(25a,c), (26), and (28a,c). Under the successive cyclic hypothesis, a wh element will
intervenebetween want and (PRO) to, thus blockingTo Adjunctionin all cases. Notice
that this problem arises under both the Equi and PRO analvses discussed in section 5.
This corroboratesthe results of Jenkins(1975). Chomsky (1973)gives an argument
that Wh Movement should be postcyclic (based on its interaction with Each Movement) but shows that the force of this argumentis avoided under trace theory. Jenkins
argues to the same effect and shows that his argument(based on the eliminationof the
condition (123.c), that anythingmoved from a COMP must be moved only into another
COMP position) cannot be avoided by appeal to traces. Hence, he argues, the
postcyclic treatmentof Wh Movementmust be correct, since it gives the correct result
in both cases. However, adoptinga postcyclic Wh Movement also entails violations of
the SubjacencyConditionand the SSC. For example, a single, postcyclic applicationof
Wh Movement in (41a) will cause the wh element to cross two cyclic nodes; the
movement in (41b) contravenes the SSC. But if we make Wh Movement an exception
to these constraints, we are left with no way to characterizethe ungrammaticalityof
(41c).
(41) a. who do you want [PRO to hear [stories about t]NPIs
b. wh do you think [John saw t]
c. *who do you want [PRO to hear [John's stories about t]NP]S
MakingWh Movementpostcyclic and markingit as exceptional to Subjacencyand
the SSC is a high price to pay. Only if the rule is successive cyclic and subject to
Subjacency can Chomsky's proposals for subsuming so much under it stand, and
successive cyclicity is essential if Ross's Complex NP Constraint, CoordinateStructure Constraint,and Wh Island Constraintsare to be just special cases of Subjacency.
To illustrate, consider infinitivalrelatives such as (42a), which Chomsky proposes to
derive by applicationof Wh Movement with subsequentdeletion of the wh element, as
in (42b).
(42) a. He is looking for a man to build a pyramid.
b.

he is looking for a man [[w4lcomp t to build a pyramid]
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(43) a. *Whatare you looking for a man to build?
b. [ ]cOMPyou are looking for a man [[whi]coMp
ti to build whj]S
If Wh Movement is successive cyclic and subject to Subjacency, (43a) will be blocked:
whj cannot move to the highest COMP in (43b) without violatingSubjacency(assuming
S and S to be cyclic nodes; if S is not cyclic, the SSC will block the movement). If Wh
Movement is to be postcyclic, it will clearly not be subject to Subjacency or the SSC
and therefore the movement of whj will have to be blocked by a not otherwise needed
wh island constraint. Such illustrationscan be multipliedby examining the so-called
rules of Comparative Deletion, Topicalization, Relativization, Clefting, etc., and
showing how the grammarwould have to include not only the Subjacency Condition,
but also Ross's constraintsabove, stated separately-an undesirablecomplication.
Some alternatives suggest themselves, althoughnone is wholly satisfactory:
(i) Under the Equi Hypothesis, let the designated element to be deleted include
the t in COMP, [(t)for X-selJ], an effective but surely ad hoc move.
(ii) Postulate that Wh Movement, unlike NP Preposingas discussed in section 4,
leaves behind a trace only on the first applicationof the rule. Again, stated in this form,
this is quite ad hoc. However, Chomsky (class lectures, 1975)has outlinedjust such a
proposal but formulated it in non-ad hoc fashion. The proposal views a trace as a
preterminalelement, essentially a coindexing device. A trace left by the first application of Wh Movement will be spelled out as a variablein LF, but not a trace left in an
intermediate(COMP) position. Thus the surface structure(44a) will be mapped into
the partial LF (44b), but only the original trace is realized as a variable (Chomsky
(1975, 35)).
(44)

a.

whoi did you tell Billj [[ti]coMpPROj to visit ti]

b. for which person x, you told Bill, Bill to visit x
So in LF the right distinctions are made: a t in COMP will not appear as a variable,
which is a terminal element. Chomsky proposes that To Adjunction and other rules
should have access to this distinction: the rule will be blocked by terminal material
interveningbetween want and to, although some terminal elements may not become
such until at least a partial LF has been determined. This raises two majorproblems:
first, it weakens the autonomy thesis insofar as a syntactic rule will need to "know"
what is going on in LF; second, it reopens questions about "'globality" since To
Adjunction will have to look ahead in the derivation to the results of semantic
interpretation.The second point needs furtherdiscussion.
The SSC may be seen as a condition on the applicabilityof rules or as a wellformedness condition operating at surface structure. If it is a condition on rule
applicability,then globality will be introduced,since the SSC will block To Adjunction
only if there is interveningbetween want and to either lexical materialor a variablethat
is to occur later in LF. The structuresfor the two readings of Who do you want to
succeed will be (45) at the point that To Adjunctionmight apply.
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whoi youj want [[tj]coMp PROj to succeed ti]
whoi you want [[tjcoMpti to succeed]

Under this proposal, the traces and the PRO are preterminalelements and therefore
"invisible" to the structuraldescription of To Adjunction. However, the rule can be
blocked from applyingto (45b) if it is known that either of the traces will be spelled out
as a variable in LF, as in fact will happen with the subject trace: for which person x,
you want x to succeed. This globalityproblemcan be avoided by viewing the SSC as a
well-formednesscondition on derivations. At the end of the derivation, it will be clear
whether To Adjunctionhas taken place. It will also be known whether a subject of to
succeed has been spelled out in LF. Let us assume that if a logical variabledoes occur,
the SSC, a well-formedness condition, will be able to detect a violation and will
assign *. This avoids the globalityproblemand has a certain naturalnessin reinforcing
the analogy between (NP, t) and bound anaphora, but it will fail to handle the
contraction data, since LF will not make the right distinctions. If the LF of (45b) is
(46b), then presumablythe LF of (45a) will be (46a).
(46)

a. for which personx, you want { self I to succeed x
,youj
b. for which personx, you want x to succeed

Notice that this is a claim about LF, which will hold whether one adopts the Equi
Hypothesis or the PRO analysis (section 5). In LF, materialintervenes between want
and to on both the subject and object readings, and therefore a derivation will be
blocked in either case if To Adjunction has applied.20What is needed is a level of
representationat which (45b) is characterizedas having an embedded subject while
(45a) does not. Given my revision of the SSC above, this will not be LF, but rather
surface structure. However, the same level of representationmust also distinguisha
trace in COMP from traces elsewhere, where only the latter can be "visible". LF
makes that distinction. The problem is that there seems to be no single level of
representationthat makes both distinctions. There is yet another alternative, a slight
varianton the one above, which I mentionbriefly: Chomsky(personalcommunication)
suggests that one could allow all movement rules to be quite free and specify that the
20 This approachwill also make the wrong predictionsin the case of (23b), (26b), and (27). Under the
usual assumptions,the (partial)LF will presumablybe as in (23'), (26'), and (27'). The problemin (23') and
(27') is the same as in (46a), but the LF (26') would predictthat Adjunctioncould not applyto yield Whodo
you wanna be arrestedby? because in LF a variable(i.e. a terminalelement) intervenesbetween want and

to.

(23') for what thing,, you want yeolfuto meltx
selfwa
eo,youw
(26') for what
you wantx to arrest ysl
person,,
perso~,yo wan
(27') for what pesn,yo
atyouself to arrestx
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various conditions (SSC, Subjacency, etc.) hold for rules relatingsurface structuresto
LF. Thus SSC applies to the pair (NP, t) in the same way as it applies to the pair (NP,
each other). We could then argue that To Adjunction is really an interpretiverule
applying (under the Equi Hypothesis) after the rules associating (NP, t) (or, more
generally, the rules specifyingbound anaphora)but before the rule filling in the "logical
subject" where Equi has applied, assumingthese to be distinct interpretiverules. This
raises many questions, and the analysis of Lasnik and Fiengo (1976) raises a problem
for this view of the conditions.
Two things emerge from this discussion: first, Chomsky's proposalto make traces
preterminalelements, as stated here, will not make the rightdistinctions;second, given
the To Adjunctiondata (and likewise the clitics of Portuguese, Czech, Old French, and
Italian), it is difficult to see how the SSC can be viewed as anything other than a
condition on the applicabilityof rules. If it is to be a surface structureconditionon the
well-formednessof derivationsand if the derivationsare to include the rules determining LF, the relevant distinctionswill not be made.
(iii) A third and more promising way to make this analysis compatible with a
successive cyclic treatmentof Wh Movement would be to provide no COMP to house
the offending trace. One might adopt an analysis along the lines of what Faraci (1974)
has proposed for various types of purpose clauses, as in (47) and (48), with Wh
Movement applyingas indicated.
(47) [CO Pfor]
(48)

[PRO to succeed wh]s]ppIs]-

ou want [[for]p [PRO to seem [[wh]coMp PRO to succeed

[CO
th]S]PP]S]S-

Faraci (ch. 2) derives He was hoping to find a good movie from he was hoping [for [to
find a good movie]s]pp on the basis of parallels with for-phrases he was hoping for a

good movie, and he extends this analysis to other infinitivalexpressions like John built
a robot to entertain his guests (cf. John built a robot for entertainment). To reinforce

this analysis, there is historical evidence that for must be a preposition in such
constructions and not a COMP. The argument is that if one assumes for to be a
preposition, one can give a natural account of a rash of changes taking place
simultaneously in late Middle English by showing that they are in fact the surface
realizationsof a single change in the base component. Such an analysis does not seem
possible on the assumptionthatfor was a COMP, and in that case there is no way to
relate the changes and their simultaneitymust be viewed as accidental (for details see
Lightfoot (1976b)). There are some difficulties with this analysis; I shall mention two.
If all fors are prepositions, it is not clear how to derive those in surface subject
complement position, For John to leave would distress me. Clearly one does not want

to permit a base structure[PP VP]s, so the PP would have to be moved into subject
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position by transformation, perhaps by Emonds's (1972) Subject Replacement or
"Intraposition". Second, if the analysis is to be compatible with the Subjacency
Condition, S must be treated as a noncyclic node. If S were a cyclic node, then the
movement in (47) and (48) would violate Subjacency. It is clear that S and S (I assume
phrase structure rules S

-*

TOP

S, S -> COMP

S) must be cyclic, but the

evidence on the status of S is conflicting. For example, if S is cyclic, then all COMPto-COMP movements of wh elements will violate Subjacencyin its present form.
(49) [[

ICOMP [

*[[Wh]COMP
*

On the other hand, it has been claimed that S needs to be cyclic if *John,I wonderwho
saw is to be blocked by Subjacency (assuming Chomsky's reanalysis of topicalized
sentences as special cases of Wh Movement). If only S and S are cyclic nodes,
Subjacency will not block the movement indicatedin (50). However, the movementin
(50) will also be blocked by the SSC, even by the revision proposed above, whereby a
trace but not a PRO will count as a syntactically specified subject. In which case, if
such movements will always be blocked by the SSC instead of by Subjacency, we may
well be able to claim that S is not cyclic; this seems plausible.
(50)

[[Johnl]TOP

[[

[I
]COMP

wonder [[whoi]cOMp[ti saw wh]s]s]5]-s]
x

7. In this article, I have assumed with Lakoff, Bresnan, and Chomsky that there is a
transformationalrule of To Adjunction. I have shown that if we assume the trace
theory of movement rules, we avoid the ordering paradox inherent in Bresnan's
account. This, of course, is not to say that there are not other analyses and other ways
of avoiding the ordering paradox.21 However, this analysis has interesting consequences: it shows that a trace must be left on every applicationof NP Preposingand
that the traces left will play a crucial role in the syntax. In this respect traces differ
from interpretedPROs, and this led me to propose a revision to the SSC in such a way
as to strengthenthe autonomy thesis. Finally, there are consequences for the mode of
application of Wh Movement, since the analysis adopted is incompatible with the
successive cyclic treatmentof this rule underthe usual assumptions;variousways were
discussed of making the analysis compatible with a successive cyclic Wh Movement,
but no firm conclusion was reached. The wanna, gotta, usta data continue to have
many interestingimplicationsfor linguistictheories.
21 For example, one might argue that the facts be handled by subcategorizationrestrictions on
complementtypes, wherebyhave, be supposed,use(d), etc. must be followed by a VP complementandwant
may be followed by either VP or S. This would avoid the need for both the Equi Hypothesis and making
PRO a nonterminalelement (with the concomitantrevision of the SSC). There are problemswith such an
account, but it mightbe made to work.
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